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ABSTRACT
When initial treatment and rehabilitation are inappropriate, it may leave severe dysfunction in hand infection. We
experienced rehabilitation with postoperative hand based splint therapy and obtained good results. Case 1: A 59-yearold male stuck chopsticks in the right-hand metacarpus, the middle of the left volar hand was painful. The postoperative rehabilitation conducted blocking exercise and adductor stretching. There are not the pain and excursion
restrictions. Case 2: A 64-year old male was operated for purulent flexor tendon tenosynovitis. The postoperative
rehabilitation was done in the same method and there are not the pain and excursion as Case 1. Enforcement of
careful exercise therapy depending on an episode of care is important.
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INTRODUCTION
When initial treatment and a postoperative after care are inappropriate for the inflammatory disorder of the finger, we
may leave dysfunction.
We gave surgery and postoperative splint therapy, rehabilitation, and we obtained good results for the suppurative
myelitis of the finger and purulent flexor tendon tenosynovitis.
CASE PRESENTATION
Case 1
A 59-year-old male stuck chopstick in the right hand metacarpus, and treated in other hospitals, but came to this
hospital because a pain and swelling, the flexure disorder of the finger were not improved. The middle of the left volar
hand was painful and was enlarged to the dorsal side, and it was approximately impossible to flex a middle finger
(Figure 1).
A part of the middle finger metacarpal head had a bone fusion image by the X-rays and was high intensity with a T2image by the MRI (Figures 2(a) and 2(b)). Subcutaneous tissue showed pus by the surgery, and there was a fistula in
the metacarpal neck (Figure 3).
The post-operative rehabilitation conducted blocking exercise and adductor stretching from 2 days after surgery. It
started than weak power of traction using hand based splint from one week after surgery and gradually lengthened
wearing time (Figure 4). The pain and excursion restrictions returned to work to cry in one year after surgery.
Case 2
A 64-year old male was treated with swelling of fingers and excursion restrictions in the right in other hospitals.
Because swelling was not improved, he consulted our hospital. The right middle finger was swelling and extended to
the dorsal side. There was inflammation along a tendon sheath in the right by the surgery and it was eliminated and
washed site of inflammation (Figure 5). Excursion restrictions and the swelling are improved, and ADL (activity of
daily living) does not have any problem.
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Figure 1 Initial presentation of case 1: The middle of the left volar hand was enlarged to the dorsal side, and it was
impossible to flex a middle finger

Figure 2 (a) Antero-posterior view of the left hand on initial visit
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Figure 2 (b) MRI on initial visit: A part of the middle finger metacarpal head had a bone fusion image

Figure 3 Intraoperative finding of case 1: There was a fistula in the metacarpal neck
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Figure 4 Hand based splint: It started than weak power of traction and gradually lengthened wearing time in case 1 and 2

Figure 5 Intraoperative finding of case 2: There was inflammation along a tendon sheath and washed site of inflammation

DISCUSSION
The hand is easy to be injured a cut or a stab, and suppurative inflammation may be caused when we do not provide
appropriate treatment. Banerjee, et al. [1] recommended hand infections are often clinically unsuspected, leading to
delays in clinical diagnosis. Kanavel, et al. [2] described anatomical grounds about a progression of hand infection
style in 1939. The wound was small in case 1, but the infection was deep, and osteomyelitis was caused. Because the
infection did not involve MP joint, the bone graft was not carried out and gave irrigation and debridement, antibiotic
agent feeding. MRI is useful for a diagnosis of metacarpal osteomyelitis, Kilian, et al. [3] recommended that they were
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aware of the possibility of cartilage and bone penetration, but found no signs until MRI revealed the overlying septic
arthritis an osteomyelitis. About treatment of metacarpal osteomyelitis, we do it when we perform incision, irrigation,
antibiotic agent feeding. Early diagnosis, early treatment is necessary in the pyogenic flexor tenosynovitis and
metacarpal osteomyelitis [4-7]. In our case, we resected thorough lavage and the pathologic tissue, and the infection
healed. It is important to perform appropriate rehabilitation after finger infection calmed down to obtain good finger
excursion, but there are few reports described about it [8]. Neviaser [9] recommended closed sheath irrigation for the
treatment of pyogenic flexor tenosynovitis and emphasized the importance of starting active exercises soon after the
operation. In our case, all cases started the active exercise of the finger from the next day of the surgery and conducted
the training using the strap after surgery from one week. The patients conducted the exercise of distal interphalangeal
joint and proximal interphalangeal joint in MP joint extended position by the rehabilitation. We used the strap one
week when inflammation and edema were improved after surgery, and combined it with rehabilitation for acquisition
of complicated exercise balance and obtained good excursion.
CONCLUSION
We obtained good results for two patients of the hand infection received surgery and a postoperative strap, rehabilitation,
and we obtained good results, and thought that enforcement of appropriate exercise therapy and the rehabilitation for
the ADL independence depending on a healing process was important after initial treatment.
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